Charming Shop Hop 2019
Quilt Setting

40” X 50”

Setting Directions:

Inner border and sashing measure 1 ½” finished.

Sashing cornerstones measure 1 ½” finished. Outer border and cornerstones measures 3”
finished. Binding is cut at 2 ½”. Blocks in this setting measure 9” finished. Sew one

of each design.
Cut 17 sashing strips to measure 2” X 9 ½”” of color 1. Cut 6 sashing cornerstones
to measure 2” X 2” of color 2. Sew center of quilt together.
Measure the length of the center and cut two inner borders this measurement by 2” of
color 1. Add these strips to the sides of the center.

Measure the width of the center with the two side borders attached and cut a top
and bottom border this measurement by 2” of color 1. Add to the top and bottom
of the center.
Measure the length of the center at this point and cut two outer borders this
measurement by 3 ½” of color 2. Add these strips to the sides of the center.
Cut 4 outer border cornerstones to measure 3 ½” of color 2.
Measure the width of the center at this point and cut two outer borders this
measurement by 3 ½”of color 2 keeping in mind that you will be adding cornerstones to
this length. Add these strips to the top and bottom of the center.
Layer quilt with batting and backing, quilt and bind.

ENTER THE CHARMING SHOP TOUR VIEWER’S
CHOICE CONTEST and WIN A FABULOUS PRIZE!!!
The rules are few and it’s easy to do.
1. Your entry needs to have all 12 blocks in it, but it can be a bag, a quilt, a jacket or
whatever you would like as long as it is finished and uses all 12 blocks
2. Your blocks can be either the 9” or 6” size or smaller or larger. You do the math!
3. On your entry, please do not give your name. Do identify your closest Charming Hop
Store.
3. Post your entry on the Charming Hop Facebook page by January 20, 2020; people have
until January 30, 2020 to vote and the winner will be announced on National Quilting Day,
March 21, 2020.
4. The winner will be contacted by their home store and the prize of twelve $20 gift
certificates (one to each store) will be awarded.

Have fun and good luck!

